Hooray for the Spring term! Welcome to the blue room! Our classroom has a new boombox! We will be using it to hear and repeat rhymes and songs! Also, we will be incorporating new questions during our morning circle time! We will identify our color of the day as artists and recognize patterns.

We will talk about the day's weather and our monthly calendar to continue learning about numbers.

Plus, we will be making pretend snow! This activity helps us explore different textures and corresponds with our current season.
CLASSROOM GOALS AND PLANS

1. Nursery rhymes: We will be listening to songs that rhyme and using our growing voices to dance and sing!

2. Morning Circle Time! We will be having a color of the day, introducing a monthly calendar and talking about the day’s weather as a morning greeting with our day of the week song!

3. Make pretend snow! We will be using our fine motor skills to measure ingredients and explore new textures. This is our spring semester ice breaker activity!

See you soon!
- Miss. Willow